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Description

 It's a web app written with React components.

 Here, colours are considered NFTs, uniquely identified by HTML colour codes.

 For eg. Black is 000000 and white is FFFFFF. We can't mint the same colour twice.

 The smart contract for the colour is written in Solidity.

 Ganache is used to generate a local blockchain for testing.

 Metamask is used as a wallet to connect the blockchain and web app.



What it looks like:

No colours have been minted, so it's blank. You can see the address of the blockchain 

account on top right.



Gas Fees

When you enter a colour 

code and tap the mint 

button, this window appears.

It's a Metamask confirmation 

window.

A gas fee is incurred every 

time an NFT is minted. Here, 

I'm not using real money, 

only a test blockchain.

The diamond icon stands for 

ethereum (ETH), which is the 

cryptocurrency used for NFTs.

You can see the action 

[MINT] just below the 

localhost URL. 

And the associated gas fee 
here is 0 ETH, s it's a pretty 

low-cost operation to mint a 

color code. (basically a 

string)



On Pressing "Mint"….

If the colour isn't 

minted yet, a 

successful 

transaction message 

appears.

The colour that 

you've minted 

appears below after 

refreshing the page.



Continuing Minting...

Likewise we can 

continue minting 

colours, as long as 

they aren't already 

minted.

They are arranged 

row wise, four colours

per row in rounded 

squares.
Four colours minted, 

all with unique colour

codes.



Continuing Minting...



The blockchain...

This is Ganache. The 

local blockchain tool 

used to generate 

accounts.

You can see each 

account has an 

unique address.

You can see some 

amount has been 

credited for gas fees.



Minting duplicate colours

In the case we try to 

mine an existing 

colour...

The contract code 

throws an exception.

And the transaction 

fails. No gas fees will 

be credited here.



End note and credits

 I'm mainly participating to learn React JS and Node.js and how smart contracts work.

 Not so much for the prize.

 I owe this project to a tutorial from https://www.dappuniversity.com/

 Metamask and Ganache are separate tools. Obviously I haven't made them.

 Thank you for holding this contest.

https://www.dappuniversity.com/


THANK YOU


